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S

irius Group reported a secondquarter net loss of $13m down
from income of $7m in the same
period year earlier.
The results came days after the Bermudian re/insurer announced plans to
merge with hedge fund reinsurer Third
Point Re in a $788m cash and stock deal.
The loss was driven by a $25m decline in investment returns and a $16m
increase in foreign exchange losses.
But the firm’s combined ratio improved 9.5 points to 95.9%, reflecting a
swing to $15m underwriting profit driven by the global reinsurance segment.

The improved underwriting was
largely tied to a decline in unfavourable
reserve development, partially offset by
Covid-19 losses.
Once the merger completes, which
is likely to be in the first quarter of
2021, the new business will be renamed
SiriusPoint and will target a “range of
significant expansion opportunities in
the insurance and reinsurance market”.
It will seek to take advantage of “expanded distribution” through Lloyd’s,
Bermuda and the US.
It will also refocus its underwriting
strategies in key US and European re/
insurance markets.
AM Best has changed its outlook on the
ratings of Sirius and Third Point Re following the announcement of the merger.
The A- financial strength ratings of
Third Point Re and its subsidiaries have

been placed under review with developing implications.
According to AM Best, the acquisition of Sirius will enhance Third Point
Re’s market profile, adding scale and
diversification.
In a separate move, it also changed the
status of Sirius International’s A- financial strength ratings from under review
with negative implications to developing.
The ratings of both groups will remain under review until the close of the
transaction.
In the second quarter, Sirius’s gross
written premiums fell 34% to $323m,
owing to declines in the global reinsurance and accident and health segments.
For the first half, the group swung to
a $112m net loss from income of $102m
on a decline in investment returns and
a swing to an underwriting loss.
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PartnerRe’s rating outlook
revised to negative by S&P
S&P Global Ratings has revised the ratings outlook on PartnerRe from stable
to negative after continued “underwriting shortfalls”, writes Stuart Collins.
The Bermudian reinsurer posted
a $181m loss for the first six months,
fuelled by $338m of Covid-19 losses.

The loss continued the trend of “lacklustre underwriting performance” in
recent years because of higher catastrophe losses and adverse trends in US
casualty and specialty lines, the rating
agency said.
“The negative outlook reflects the

possibility that we could lower the
ratings by one notch during the next
24 months if PartnerRe’s operating
performance does not improve,”
S&P said.
In the meantime, S&P affirmed PartnerRe’s A+ financial strength rating.
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Hurricane Isaias losses
to reach $4.2bn: KCC

KCC estimates $4bn
of those losses will
arise in the US
Lorenzo Spoerry
Deputy editor

H

urricane Isaias has
caused $4bn of insured losses in the US
and $200m of insured
losses in the Caribbean, according
to the most recent estimates by

Karen Clark & Company (KCC).
This estimate includes the privately insured wind and storm
surge damage to residential, commercial, and industrial properties
and vehicles. It does not include
losses accruing to the National
Flood Insurance Program.
Isaias made three landfalls in
the Caribbean, one in the Dominican Republic on July 30 as a tropical storm and two in the Bahamas

Storm surge flooding
in Holden Beach, North
Carolina after Isaias
made landfall
Sean Rayford/Getty Images

as a hurricane. It then made its
way to the US East Coast, eventually making landfall in the Carolinas as a category one hurricane
on August 4.
Isaias spawned at least 30 tornadoes, including an EF3 twister
in North Carolina with winds of
145 mph, which Aon deemed the
strongest tornado to be generated
by a tropical cyclone since 2005.
The winds resulted in wide-

Helios steps up plans to
expand Lloyd’s exposures
Lloyd’s members’ agent Helios Underwriting is exploring
options to raise new capital to
take advantage of an improving
rating environment, writes Lorenzo Spoerry.
Helios’s strategy involves acquiring existing limited liability
vehicles (LLVs) and taking up
pre-emption capacity offered by
its supported syndicates.
Helios’s chief executive, Nigel
Hanbury, told Insurance Day that
the ageing base of investors in
LLVs means there are now many
opportunities for the business to
make acquisitions. Many investors are now in their 80s and 90s
and keen to get out of the market,
he said.
Based on recent pricing, he expects to acquire those LLVs at an
average discount to their valuation of around 20%.
The company also expects cer-

‘The improving market is likely to present
opportunities to underwrite additional
capacity next year, acquire further LLVs
and increase retained exposure’
Nigel Hanbury
Helios
tain supported syndicates to offer pre-emption capacity that is
able to be taken up by Helios for
nil value.
In this regard, preliminary
indications show an overall increase in capacity from pre-emptions of between £5m ($6.5m)
and £7m for the Helios portfolio.
Helios cedes 70% of its portfolio
at present to reinsurers in 2020,
equating to close to £49m.
Hanbury said the company’s
board is mulling over the possibility of retaining a large proportion of any additional capacity

underwritten, so average capacity reinsured will remain at close
to £50m.
This would significantly increase the retained exposure of
Helios shareholders.
“The improving market is likely to present opportunities to
underwrite additional capacity
next year, acquire further LLVs
and increase retained exposure,”
Hanbury said. “In the current
environment we see significant
opportunities to grow Helios and
to significantly enhance value
for shareholders.”

spread damage and power outages. Downed trees caused scattered
instances of structural damage
and crushed vehicles throughout
the affected area.
More than three million customers along the Atlantic coast
were left without power following Isaias and power had not been
restored to all households several
days after the event.
Aon’s Impact Forecasting ca-

tastrophe modelling unit has forecast economic and insured losses
from hurricane Isaias above $1bn
The broker said the Carolina
storm surge marked the third
one-in-100-year storm surge in
five years, following those of hurricanes Florence and Matthew.
The $1bn insured loss estimate
would make Isaias the costliest
hurricane for the re/insurance industry of the year.

Beirut explosion hull, cargo
and port losses ‘within $250m’
Combined losses to the hull, cargo
and port facility market arising
from the Beirut explosion “should
be within $250m”, according to
a Guy Carpenter estimate, writes
Lorenzo Spoerry.
The broker said about 10 vessels
were within 1.6km of the blast,
and it estimates those vessels
would have incurred damages.
The ignition of 2,750 tonnes of
ammonium nitrate warehoused
after being confiscated from a
Moldovan-flag bulk carrier in
2013 is emerging as the most

Beirut port after
the explosion
last week

Nady Sokhn/Shutterstock.com

likely cause of the blast that devastated the port area of Beirut on
August 5, resulting in massive loss
of life and many injuries.
The governor of Beirut has estimated the economic impact of the
blasts at $10bn to $15bn.
Property insurance levels remain relatively low in Lebanon.
The penetration for industrial
exposures near the port and for
commercial lines is expected to
be higher, which could have an
impact on some of the international insurance market.
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Pandemic claims fuelling
surge in US property rates
Lloyd’s alone expects to pay out up to $4.3bn in coronavirus claims – one of the market’s
largest-ever payouts – with one-third of those losses falling within property lines
Chris Cavani
AFL Inurance Brokers

B

efore the Covid-19 crisis,
US property insurance
rates were already on
an upward trajectory
after a sustained soft market.
The combined effect of major catastrophe losses – including hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria
(HIM) in 2017 – and Lloyd’s Decile

Covid-19 has accelerated
the rise in US property
insurance rates

web9999/Shutterstock.com

10 performance review had begun to firm up pricing.
Therefore at AFL we see
Covid-19 as an accelerator rather than a game-changer. Just as
the September 11, 2001 terror
attacks resulted in the last truly
hard insurance market, it is likely Covid claims will spark a faster market correction than other
recent loss events.
Lloyd’s alone expects to pay
out up to $4.3bn in coronavirus
claims – one of the market’s largest-ever payouts – with one-third

What would have been rating
increases of 5% to 10% on US
property accounts before the
pandemic, has become hikes of
20% to 25% on average and higher
on loss-affected accounts

of those losses falling within
property lines of business.
What would have been rating
increases of 5% to 10% on US
property accounts before the
pandemic have become hikes
of 20% to 25% on average and
higher on loss-affected accounts,
as insurance companies have begun to factor in the likely impact
of Covid-19 on combined ratios
and future increases in the cost
of capital.
Initially, there was an expectation that most claims relating
to the lockdown would be auto
matically excluded, but it has
since become clear some carriers’
overconfidence in their wordings
was not quite founded.
The market is still waiting to
see the result of some of the litigation that is ongoing in the US
and elsewhere. It is hoped these
test cases will indicate what portion of losses are likely to be covered under property business
interruption insurance policies
and how exclusions for pandemic and communicable disease will
respond when tested.
The suggestion some states may
introduce retroactive measures
to force insurers to pay out for
pandemic-related business interruption losses thankfully appears
to have lost some of its initial zeal.
However, it is now clear some
carriers had offered writebacks
for communicable disease and
there are potentially ambiguous
wordings within other business
interruption contracts. In the UK,
the outcome of the claim launched
by the Hiscox Action Group and
the UK court test case brought by
the Financial Conduct Authority
will offer further clarity.
Capacity pullback
From a capacity perspective, the
fallout from the Decile 10 review
continued into 2019 with carriers withdrawing from underperforming classes. This impact
continues to be felt. At one point
last year AFL counted 26 Lloyd’s
property
underwriters
that
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had lost their positions as a result of syndicates scaling down
operations or putting books of
business into run-off. The contraction of capacity at Lloyd’s
has also affected the binder
marketplace, with coverholders
struggling to renew business.
Some syndicates folded entirely,
Vibe Syndicate Management being one example. After a challenging 12 months, with the decision
to exit accident and health and
property direct and facultative
lines in September, its business
plan was signed off by Lloyd’s. But
then its investors withdrew their
support two months later and
chief executive, Joe England, acknowledged the business did “not
have the right scale to thrive”, indicative of the challenges within
the market.
The good news for AFL is across
the Atlantic we continue to see
key capacity providers reduce positions and pull out of particular
classes altogether leading to London having opportunities on risks
that have never previously left
the US marketplace.
Dynamics within the reinsurance market have further exacerbated pricing trends. Loss creep
from hurricanes in 2017 took some
investors in insurance-linked securities (ILS) by surprise, while issues
with trapped collateral dampened
their appetite for ILS. Even on the
direct side we have seen rating
movement connected to pressures
in the ILS sector with, for instance,
Nephila’s Velocity Risk Underwriters managing general agency
seeking approval in Florida for an
average rate increase of 28% on its
homeowners’ insurance.
The high-profile collapse of
Markel CatCo in July 2019 saw the
exit of a significant amount of capacity on the retrocession side of
the business with further knock-on
effects within the US property market. It has left US insureds desperate for capacity and caused rates
to spike considerably. We expect
these trends to continue, particularly as the true impact of the global pandemic continues to unfold.
Catastrophe exposure
From a natural catastrophe perspective, a number of carriers
are reassessing their exposure
to extreme weather events. The
impact of hurricanes in 2017 and
2018 has pushed up rates in coastal states, while the Caribbean
market has never quite recovered
from the shedding of aggregates
in those areas by some insurers
following the losses. Combined
insurance losses following HIM
in 2017 were $92bn, according
to sigma, making it the second-

As the US property sector enters
its first proper hard market in
more than a decade, there is an
opportunity for independent
brokers to really demonstrate
their value
costliest year for north Atlantic
hurricanes since 2005 and hurricanes Katrina, Rita and Wilma.
For primary insurers, severe
convective storms (SCS) are causing attritional pain and in recent
years, aggregate losses from SCS
have rivalled those of an average
hurricane season.
So far in 2020, there have been
602 tornadoes compared to 932
in 2019, according to the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. With the tendency to fall within insurer reten-

tions, these extremely localised,
high-frequency events are affecting overall profitability and driving up loss ratios, with carriers
showing more appetite for aggregate protections as a result.
At present, there is a lack of data
needed to assess why losses from
SCS and other extreme weather
events are rising and whether
this is the result of a changing climate, rapid development in areas
exposed to extreme weather or a
combination of both.
Vendor catastrophe modelling

agencies, such as RMS and AIR,
have released high-resolution
models but it remains extremely
difficult to determine which locations across the US midwest are
most vulnerable. This is having an
impact on pricing, with property
within the midwest area generally struggling to receive anything
below 10% rate on line.
As the US property sector enters its first proper hard market
in more than a decade, there is
an opportunity for independent
brokers like AFL to really demonstrate their value. While it has
been pared back, capacity remains
available in the Lloyd’s and company market and the onus is on intermediaries to engage with their
clients to foster a greater understanding of the market conditions,
while developing a long-term strategy to secure access to affordable
coverage and offer all-important
risk mitigation insight and advice.

Before the pandemic, Lloyd’s
was becoming very “large”
broker-centric, but we are now
finding underwriters have more
time to spend with us and we
are getting better and quicker responses, because of our specialist
knowledge and experience.
It is an altogether more harmonious experience. From a service
perspective, being a more boutique broker means our systems
are streamlined and agile, and
are able to adapt to the conditions
created by lockdown. We have
been very efficient in our dealings with Lloyd’s and it is clear
this is a trend that is likely to favour the smaller boutique broker
as the market embraces remote
working as part of a longerterm shift, supported by a robust
digital infrastructure. n
Chris Cavani is director of property
at AFL Insurance Brokers
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Covid-19 is driving the marine
market’s overdue turnaround
The challenges created by the coronavirus pandemic underline the importance of ongoing
initiatives to reform and steer the market to recovery
Richard Golder
Hiscox

A

lthough
coronavirus
has not sparked a
wave of cargo claims,
the global trade slump
could have far-reaching consequences for the market, which is
trying to chart a route to sustainability after some tough years.
The World Trade Organization’s
bleak forecast is the pandemic
could cause a collapse in international trade not seen since World
War Two. The impact that is likely to have on the cargo trade was
spelled out by Maersk, the world’s
largest container shipping line,
which warned global container
volume could shrink as much as
25% in the second quarter of 2020.
Lockdowns imposed by governments to tackle the pandemic have
stretched supply chains to breaking
point and frequently beyond. Manufacturers of goods ranging from
jeans to cars have halted or scaled
back production because of raw
material shortages and a slump in
demand; goods in transit are being
delayed, redirected or offloaded
short of their final destinations because of travel restrictions.
While delay coverage is typically not given under cargo policies,
when global shipping came to a
halt it created stockpiles of goods

that were clogged up in the logistics system, giving cargo underwriters accumulated exposures
in ports and distribution warehouses around the world that are
inherently difficult to track and
therefore exposures that were unlikely to have been anticipated.
Although restrictions are being
eased in many countries, severe
backlogs remain. Knotted supply
chains take a long time to untangle, as illustrated by shipping
giant Hanjin’s collapse in 2016,
which left cargo stranded at ports
and on ships around the world for
months afterwards.
Even when trade starts to rebound, a shortage of available
containers and ships to transport
goods will cause further headaches – and so too may insurancerelated issues the pandemic has
caused. The shipment of oversize and high-value cargoes, such
as wind turbines or generators,
for example, could be held up
further because of quarantines
preventing specialist marine surveyors from going to their outbound ports, as required by cargo
insurers, to oversee their handling and stowage aboard vessels.
Storms ahead
Although the volume cargo losses are likely to have fallen in line
with the dip in maritime trade,
the Covid-19 crisis may throw up
some unexpected claims. The ripples created by the global unrest

triggered during the pandemic
from Portland, Oregon to the Serbian capital, Belgrade, may be felt
in the cargo insurance market,
where strikes, riots and civil commotion is typically covered under
an all-risks policy.
Meanwhile, Hurricane Hanna’s
landfall on July 25 near Corpus
Christi, one of the largest ports
in the US, is a stark reminder the
Atlantic hurricane season is now
in full swing. This season is forecast to be an unusually active one,
meaning the cargo business could
be hit by a natural as well as a
public health disaster.
Several of the states most vulnerable to storms, such as Texas
and Florida, are already battling
record numbers of Covid-19 cases, which could hamper their response to a natural disaster. Many
of our clients have emergency
response plans, but the pandemic
might prevent them from deploying the same resources as normal
to protect their goods. Worse, if
powerful storms do cause devastation, response teams and claims
adjusters, who are vital in helping
to prevent those losses from escalating, might have trouble in getting to disaster sites.
Track and trace apps are a hot
topic right now. Cargo underwriters and their clients have been
crying out for technology to enable them to know where their
shipments are at any time and
the port chaos created by the pan-

demic has highlighted just how
necessary its development is.
But the pandemic has already
prompted some innovation. Virtual surveys are now starting to
be conducted where it is impossible to get physical access. If this
works well, the practice could
take off, meaning surveys may in
future be carried out in real time
rather than the standard market
practice of within 30 days.
Whereas in the past a slump in
customers’ turnover would have
prompted a reduction in premiums owing to overcapacity and
excessive competition between insurers, the global pandemic is now
likely to give added impetus to the
market’s nascent turnaround.
The Covid-19 outbreak has
highlighted the extreme challenge facing cargo underwriters
in controlling their exposures in
a time of unprecedented challenges. That realisation is likely to
stiffen their resolve that coverage
offered in the cargo market is generally extremely broad and this
has been a factor in its undoing
in managing exposures and maintaining profitability.
Market hardening
Years of lacklustre results in marine cargo prompted Lloyd’s to
institute a performance review,
as part of its Decile 10 initiative
to tackle underperforming lines
of business. Some have exited
the class of business as a result,

causing capacity to shrink, while
the remaining players tightened
their terms and pushed up rates.
The significant market hardening
that ensued was painful – in some
extreme cases, premiums doubled
– but those increases must be set
against the backdrop of years of
rate cuts before that. The medicine was necessary to push the
market back towards health.
Ultimately, that will benefit everyone in the long term. Once this
sector is back on an even keel then
brokers will find it easier again to
place business and manage their
customers’ expectations. This is a
difficult period for purchasers of
cargo coverage, who have seen in
some cases dramatic premium increases and changes in coverage as
the cargo market looks to realign
itself to a place of sustainability.
The additional impacts imposed from Covid-19 are in many
cases having a significant impact
on their sales and costs of doing
business. It is at these times that
long-term relationships between
underwriters, brokers and clients
may prove their worth in helping
all parties chart a path through
these choppy waters.
If the pandemic has taught us
anything, it is how difficult it is
to predict what is just over the
horizon. n
Richard Golder is cargo line
underwriter at Hiscox
London Market
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London market technology gap
has been widened by Covid-19
Companies that invested heavily in digitalisation before the crisis are now way ahead of the rest
Justin Davies
Xceedance

restrictions are lifted. But until
there is more data and practical
experience, it is unclear if the
measures they have taken so far
will be productive in the medium
and longer term.

The City of London is nearly
empty during lockdown
heardinlondon/Shutterstock.com

A

s restrictions continue
to ease in the UK, carriers, brokers and the
army of service providers that make up the market are
pondering if the time is right to return to the City of London. Views
vary, with many talking about
a staged return to the office in
September or October (Lloyd’s is
aiming to re-open the Underwriting Room on September 1, with
enhanced safety measures and
capacity reduced to 45%).
Others are talking about later in
the year or even as far as 2021 as
a more realistic timeframe for reopening. Fortune magazine asked
chief executives of its Fortune
500 when they expected 90% of
the workforce to be back at their
normal place of work. The largest
proportion – 26% – said never;
some 18% predicted September
2020, while 20% opted for January
2021, 18% said June 2021 and 8%
estimated January 2022.
Certainly, a return to complete
“business as usual” operations in
the City this year seems impossible. Many fear there will be a
second spike in infections, as we
have seen in Israel, for example.
Indeed, as restrictions were easing, Leicester was put back into
lockdown in response to another
localised outbreak of the virus. A
medical professional, renowned
in his field, told me very recently
he believes some form of restrictions will persist for many more
months to come.
Return to the City
I know some insurance companies are already planning a
phased return to the City, with
staff being segregated into teams,
and alternating weekly schedules
for working in the office, including deep cleaning of the offices
themselves in between the weekly shifts. Of course, there will still
be team members of many companies who will continue to work

from home as they or a loved one
are still shielding.
From a risk management perspective, business leaders grapple with the safety of their staff
who rely on public transportation to get to work. Since June 15,
it has been mandatory to wear a
face mask on the capital’s buses,
trains and the Tube.
Authorities say 90% of public
transportation users are complying, but commuters are angered not everyone is doing so
and Transport for London has
fined some people for not wearing face coverings. Accordingly,
some London-based companies
are asking people to come to the
office only if they can walk, cycle
or drive to work.
Britain’s prime minister, Boris Johnson, had said from August 1, companies will be given
discretion to bring staff back to
the office as part of a move to
“allow a more significant return
to normality from November at
the earliest – possibly in time for
Christmas”. However, as fears of
a second wave increase and ministers talk of over-50s having to
shield over the winter, the idea of
normality before Christmas looks
increasingly unlikely.
Companies that are asking staff

to return to the City face a number of logistical challenges to ensure their staff are kept safe. As
we know, the City skyline is constantly evolving, with a wave of
new skyscrapers seemingly being
erected every year. Each of those
buildings requires lifts to access
the higher floors that insurers
seem to like best.
Given the new risk assessments
that are being enacted – usually by
building management, as a result
of social distancing requirements
– each lift can only accommodate a greatly reduced number
of people. Companies can stagger workers’ start times to avoid
lengthy queues to enter and exit
the buildings. Nevertheless, those
queues could be significant (one
building with infamously poor
lifts estimated a queue in excess
of 1 km). Is this a viable way for
large numbers of people to work
in such facilities?
In my personal view, some version of a mixed approach, with the
co-existence of remote work and
office attendance will become the
norm, even after companies bring
staff back into the office – which
may not be until late this year or
early 2021. Carriers, brokers and
service providers have, by now,
fully equipped their workforce to

carry on functioning in this flexible environment.
The London insurance market
has always thrived on face-toface meetings, with deals that
are often transacted based on
long-term, trusted relationships.
That model has been impossible during the coronavirus lockdown, which forced the market,
almost overnight, to pivot towards mass work from home
conditions. However, lockdown
did not mean the market stopped.
On the contrary, many have marvelled at how successfully the industry has made the transition to
working remotely.
Meetings that previously required an uncomfortable commute into the City or a tiring
flight to a client’s office are now
routinely conducted via video
from the comfort of home. I know
of an executive team of a global
carrier vehemently opposed to
working from home before the
crisis. However, the executives
have seen their people’s key performance indicators improve
across the board, so they are now
actively promoting this new flexibility within the organisation and
considering how they can weave
remote work options into their
standard operating model after

Digital enablement
The London insurance market has
been on a long journey to digital
enablement and working practices. Some firms are taking it more
seriously than others and travelling at a much quicker pace, while
others seemingly wish to continue
with the old ways. But some laggards are also likely to accelerate
their plans, based on the new normal of the marketplace, as well as
new competitive pressures driven
by the global public health crisis.
The lockdown has now forced
the entire market to confront the
necessity of working digitally,
with companies that took digitisation seriously before the crisis
faring much better than those
that were lagging.
As insurers continue to navigate these uncertain times, a
challenge for technology partners will be to support the industry’s need to improve digital
offerings and to enable flexibility
for insurance operations teams to
work wherever it makes the most
sense. The most advanced and
best prepared organisations will
continue to evolve and thrive as
they address the known and potentially unknown implications
of an ongoing black swan event
such as Covid-19.
The digital enablement gap will
continue to grow. But there is at
least one upside: while many of
us are no doubt bored of working from home and fatigued by
the onslaught of Zoom, Skype and
Teams video calls, the lockdown
has subtly transformed the way
the industry works – in a fundamentally more efficient manner.
To paraphrase Star Trek regarding future insurance activities in
City of London: it will be work,
but not as we know it. n
Justin Davies is senior vicepresident and region head –
EMEA at Xceedance

Commercial pricing up
19% in Q2: Marsh
Upward rating momentum continues to accelerate in hardening market
Commercial property
pricing up in Q2

Lorenzo Spoerry
Deputy editor

fuyu liu/Shutterstock.com

G

lobal average commercial insurance prices
rose 19% in the second
quarter, continuing the
hard market trend, according to
new data released by Marsh.
The increase, the biggest since
the launch of the index in 2012,
was driven by property insurance
rates and financial and professional lines.
The 19% average hike follows
year-on-year average increases of
14% in the first quarter and 11%
in the fourth quarter of 2019.
The most recent increase was
driven by property insurance,
up 19%, and global financial and
professional lines, up 37%.
Global casualty pricing was up
7% on average.
Composite pricing in the second
quarter increased in all geographic regions for the seventh consecutive quarter.
The US (18%), the UK (31%),
continental Europe (15%) and
Pacific (31%) regions all had double-digit pricing increases. Price
increases in these regions were

largely driven by increases in
property and directors’ and officers’ (D&O) coverages.
Certain D&O markets saw
large increases. For example,
US public company D&O prices
were up 59% on average, with
more than 90% of clients experiencing an increase.
In the UK, D&O pricing increases average more than 100%. A
similar situation exists in Australia, where a lack of competition
has resulted in capacity shortage.
“While pricing movements
this quarter were impacted by

losses related to Covid-19, other
large losses contributed to overall
pricing pressures,” Dean Klisura,
president of global placement and
advisory at Marsh, said.
“As insurers continue to work
through claims in property and
D&O, and with the full cost of
Covid-19 still developing, upward
pressure on pricing is anticipated
for the balance of 2020,” he added.
The reinsurance market has
also seen considerable rate hardening over recent renewals.
On a risk-adjusted basis, reinsurance prices rose 26.1% at the

June 1 renewals, according to broker Hyperion X.
At the July 1 renewals of the US
nationwide market, rate increases
on loss-hit treaties reached 20% to
30%, while loss-free treaties rose
between 5% and 20% by Willis
Re’s calculations.
One top London market broker
is privately forecasting property
catastrophe rate rises of between
5% and 10% at January 1, assuming an average hurricane season.
The most recent forecasts suggest this year’s hurricane season
will see above-average losses.

TMK appoints
non-exec to
syndicate board
Tokio Marine Kiln has appointed
Valerie Gordon-Walker as an independent non-executive director
to the board of TMK Syndicates,
writes Michael Faulkner.
A former managing director,
executive committee member and
group head of people within a wide
range of industries, her experience
includes advising multinational
corporations on strategy, governance, regulation and culture,
board and executive mentoring.
Gordon-Walker also has significant regulatory experience,
having acted as a senior adviser
to the Prudential Regulation Authority and the Financial Conduct
Authority on remuneration and
culture change matters over several years.
She currently serves on two
boards as a non-executive director and chair of nominations and
remuneration committees.
Andrew Torrance, chair of the
Tokio Marine Kiln Syndicates
board, said: “[Gordon-Walker’s]
broad industry experience, passion
for positive cultural change and
extensive regulatory experience
bring an important and valuable
new perspective to the board.”
Gordon-Walker joins the business in September.
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